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Tenant improvement allowances at all-time high, landlords say
 
Not since nearly a decade ago — recall apparel discounter Steve & Barry’s famous appetite for tenant-
improvement monies — have TI allowances (in industry parlance) swelled to the levels the industry sees today. 
These allowances, long used as an incentive to help retailers with store-opening and build-out expenses, are not 
only being liberally doled out to rising national retailers, they are also being granted to cash-poor restaurant 
operators in an effort to spice up centers with online-resistant offerings, developers say.

In fact, the amount of TI monies proffered by class-A center owners has almost doubled in recent years among 
elite tenants, says Joel Bayer, president of New York City–based O’Connor Capital Partners. If a tenant’s finish-
out will cost, say, $200 per square foot in a major mall, “tenants are now asking for all of it,” Bayer said. “They 
aren’t sharing the cost with the landlord like they used to do.” And if landlords expect to charge those retailers 
higher rents as a trade-off for big TI bucks, they may be in for a surprise, because tenants have started balking at 
that notion, Bayer says. “Those demands have killed deals with top-flight tenants, some of which were already 
very thin deals in the first place,” he said. “It’s frustrating.”

The consumer penchant for new experiences, too, is spurring landlords to invest TI monies in unproven, albeit 
imaginative, concepts. At Fort Worth, Texas–based Woodmont Co.’s upscale Park Village, in nearby Southlake, 
the majority of the 13 restaurant tenants, including Malai Kitchen and Taverna Rossa, are local independents 
with just a few units. Because such restaurants have loftier upfront build-out costs than other tenants, they 
require substantially more TI support. “And that’s always a risk with smaller operators,” said Woodmont 
Chairman Stephen Coslik. While it may be fiscally safer for centers to rely on time-tested national restaurant 
chains with deep-pocket backers, today’s consumers seek out unique experiences, Coslik notes. “They want 
things like Mediterranean and Vietnamese and fusion, but you are usually going to have to put some serious 
money in those kind of spaces,” he said. “You also have to tell your institutional partner you need $80 per square 
foot for a guy who has nothing, then just hope more of these concepts work out than not.” On a smaller scale, the 
same process goes for distinctive local merchants, Coslik says. “There are all these cute boutique with interesting 
looks and products, and while they have a great concept, they might not have a great balance sheet.”

“While it may be fiscally safer for centers to rely on time-tested national restaurant chains with deep-pocket 
backers, today’s consumers seek out unique experiences”

Finish-out costs themselves are also higher than in the recent past, says Christopher G. Brochert, partner and 
owner of Lormax Stern Development Co., a Bloomfield Hills, Mich.–based firm with two dozen centers across 
Michigan, Florida, Illinois and Mississippi. Costs for a shell space’s infrastructure, including HVAC, interior 
walls, drop ceilings, plumbing and lighting, have doubled over the past decade in Lormax centers, while the cost 
of interior finishing has climbed by about 40 percent, he says. One evolving finish-out trend has local tenants 
taking over recently occupied in-line spaces of 10,000 square feet or less on an as-is basis, Brochert says. Small 
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tenants are increasingly willing to reuse existing modifications as a way to temper rent and other capital outlays, 
such as build-out expenses. “This is opposed to gutting a perfectly good built-out space,” Brochert said. “We just 
made a deal with a local leather-goods shop that used a [suitable finished-out space] which the previous tenant 
occupied for less than two years before it went bankrupt.” Though TI costs are rising, TI expenses are actually 
down as a whole in the industry, given minimal new retail construction, especially in the power center sector, 
says Brochert.

Unlike a decade ago, retailers are not trying to fuel their expansions or stock their stores with their TI 
allocations, says Spencer Bomar, a principal of the Avison Young retail advisory services group. The industry has 
learned from previous misallocations. Landlords were paying Steve & Barry’s $2 million to $7 million per store 
in TI allowances at the height of its popularity, according to industry reports at the time. The company went out 
of business in 2008. Because there are fewer retailers doing deals, tenants in general are getting wider berths in 
TI and other negotiations. “They are taking advantage, especially in situations where they can get out of rents,” 
Bomar said. Landlords, in turn, are exercising more caution in the types of sunset clauses they offer tenants, 
such as provisions that define the nature, size and quality of a comparable replacement tenant should an anchor 
store depart, says Bomar. “They might offer to reduce rent for six months now,” he said, “but they won’t allow the 
tenant to terminate, as was commonplace 10 years ago.”

“Unlike a decade ago, retailers are not trying to fuel their expansions or stock their stores with their TI 
allocation”.

Some tenants are flipping the equation around and asking for increases in TI budgets as a trade-off for giving up 
certain co-tenancy controls, according to Garrick Brown, Cushman & Wakefield’s director of retail research for 
the Americas.

In some cases, landlords have been able to recoup tenant-improvement dollars by building in higher percentage-
of-sales rents or stipulations that will reset the rent if sales hit a certain level, says Bayer. Other landlords are 
settling for medical and other nonretail tenants to avoid funding high-dollar tenant improvements. While 
medical business finish-out can range from $75 to $200 per square foot, landlords are seldom expected to pay 
more than a small portion of those costs, retail consultants have told SCT.

Of course, TI allocations tend to vary from market to market, tenant to tenant and product type to product 
type, observes broker William Hyatt, owner of Birmingham, Ala.–based LanDel Realty. If a center is offering a 
tenant a space with a minimally finished interior, “we are usually willing to give them 30 to 60 days [free rent] 
as needed for additional tenant-specific use improvements” in lieu of finish-out money, he said. In some cases, 
LanDel Realty will throw in additional TI allowances, depending on a tenant’s creditworthiness and the length of 
the initial lease, he says. TI allowances can also vary on a number of other factors, says Brochert, including the 
tenant’s base rent and national or local status. “Most national junior boxes now get some sort of allowance.”

With fewer new stores coming along, landlords are being motivated to stretch their tenant-concession budgets 



for top tenants, says Bayer. “They are really sacrificing return on investment in the process,” Bayer said. “It’s one 
thing to help out tenants who are doing poorly, but the guys who are performing well are taking advantage of 
the present environment and asking for large tenant-improvement dollars,” he said. “They don’t want to open 
too many stores, but when they do, they want the landlords to pay for them. They are getting a lot of offers, and 
people are just throwing money at them.”    
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